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Former System
• 1994 - 2005
• Cooperative System for Grey Literature
• Composed only PhD. theses
• Under the Higher Education Act
• Centrally collected in NTK
• SIGLE standards
• Metadata in SIGLE database
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Gap
• 2005 - 2008
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New System
• 2008 and beyond
• National Repository of Grey Literature
• Supported by the Ministry of Culture of the 
Czech Republic
• Project name – The Digital Library for Grey 
Literature – Functional Model and Pilot 
Implementation (2008 – 2011)
• Participants NTK and the University of 
Economics Prague
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Typology
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Types of Documents
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Digital Repository
• SW solution = CDS Invenio
• Open source – licensed under GNU GPL 
• Developed by CERN and EPFL 
• Localized to eighteen languages 
• Supports OAI-PHM standard 
• Flexible and customizable in several ways 
• http://invenio.ntkcz.cz
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CDS INVENIO
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• ESP FAST 
• Commercial SW
• Central and other repositories of grey lit.
• Unified user interface 
• Text filters, data visualization, connections
between documents
• http://www.nusl.cz
User Interface
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ESP FAST
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Information
• Project website in English
• Methodology, standards, analyses, 
recommendations etc.
• Cooperation support
• http://nrgl.techlib.cz
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Open SIGLE
• NTK joins Open SIGLE project
• NTK work package contents:
– Adaptation of the SIGLE classification 
scheme 
– Licensing Agreements 
– Retrospective Initiative
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